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you!Spread the love In the
growing debate about the

danger of domestic spying, one
of the less discussed issues is
that the FBI does not require a

“warrant” for the electronic
capture of conversation. In fact,

we are finding out that for 30
years the FBI secretly used mini-

satellites to listen to people’s
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phone calls. As the NY Times
reports, “Though the N.S.A.’s

programs have been disclosed,
the bureau’s efforts to listen to
people’s calls from space have

not been documented until now.
By flying a classified mini-

satellite into a low orbit over the
planet, collecting cellular

telephone transmissions and
steering the antenna toward
any cell phone that it sees,

agents can intercept
conversations that contain the
keywords the N.S.A. is trying to

monitor. The effort is a vast
improvement over the
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traditional method of
monitoring a target’s cell phone

through a wiretap, which
usually requires a court order to
monitor a phone in real time.”

As the Times report says, “But it
would take a significant amount

of technical sophistication to
use such technology without
running afoul of international
treaty obligations, since the

small satellites would easily be
visible to satellites from other
nations.” In 1976, the Reagan

administration signed a
“dummy missile treaty” with
the USSR. The committee in
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charge of the treaty said: “It is
unnecessary to itemize all of

the prohibitions and limitations
stated in the draft treaty; it is
sufficient to point out that the
proposed treaty includes an

unlimited number of restrictions
on the United States and its

allies and would greatly inhibit
our 6d1f23a050
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